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OneTrust Vendorpedia Exchange
7,000+ DETAILED VENDOR PROFILES AND PRE-COMPLETED
RISK ASSESSMENTS, UPDATED DAILY
Visibility at Scale: Assessing and
Monitoring Vendors, Suppliers and
Third-Party Risks
The question is simple: Are my vendors (and their
vendors) safe to do business with? However, getting the
answer isn’t as straightforward as it would seem. Some
vendors take months to respond to risk assessments (or
don’t respond at all), while others make you dig through
their security and trust webpages or a lengthy InfoSec
whitepaper or audit report. And the challenge continues
as vendor risks change over time and require ongoing
monitoring. Many teams that manage vendor, supplier,
and third-party risks encounter similar time-consuming
and costly challenges. To combat these common
complexities, organizations are searching for a simpler
way to find secure vendors, perform initial due diligence,
and maintain oversight on critical vendor risks.

EVERGREEN VENDOR INVENTORY

FASTER RISK ASSESSMENTS

ACTIONABLE VENDOR RISK ALERTS

Sync with the Exchange to automatically update
your organization’s vendor inventory, including
security and privacy information

Use pre-completed assessments from the
Exchange, together with free vendor chasing
services to speed up vendor response

Link your vendor inventory with the Exchange
to get alerts when vendor data breaches or
regulatory enforcement occurs

Validated Risk Research on Over 7,000 Global Vendors with Ongoing Updates
With OneTrust Vendorpedia Exchange, you can research vendors, use pre-completed assessments, and maintain an evergreen
inventory with Exchange information updates. Access critical vendor information in seconds with the granularity to see security and
privacy certifications at a product- or service-level. Vendor profiles within the Exchange feature aggregated research from proprietary
sources. Additionally, pre-completed risk assessments within the Exchange support every standard, framework, and law, including NIST,
ISO, CSA CAIQ, SIG, VSAQ, HIPAA, PCI DSS, NYDFS, GDPR, EBA, CCPA and many more.

OneTrust Vendorpedia Exchange
7,000+ DETAILED VENDOR PROFILES AND PRE-COMPLETED
RISK ASSESSMENTS, UPDATED DAILY
Backed by OneTrust DataGuidance
OneTrust DataGuidance™ adds valuable research for the frameworks, standards, and laws that matter most to you. Powered by
40 in-house researchers and a network of 500 lawyers around the world, DataGuidance helps enhance and maintain the information
within Vendorpedia Exchange. Data within the Vendorpedia Exchange is aggregated from authoritative sources, updated on a daily
basis, and continually reviewed to maintain the value of the vendor information.

Leverage Extensive Vendor Research
Searching for risk-related information on your vendors shouldn’t require scouring the web. Vendorpedia Exchange offers detailed
profiles on more than 7,000 global vendors, each pre-populated with valuable information, such as security and privacy certifications,
vendor trust and security details, and more.

Maintain Evergreen Vendor Data
Third-party security and privacy postures always change. By linking the Exchange to your vendor records, critical information,
such as the status of security & privacy certifications will automatically update in your vendor inventory.

Gain Service- and Product-Level Visibility
Your vendors have different services and products, each with unique risks. Vendorpedia Exchange provides information at a granular
level, enabling you to drill into specific services and products to find the data you need.

Save Time with Pre-Completed Assessments
Your vendors answer the same type of risk assessments all the time. We’ve collected vendors’ answers from common industry-standard
questionnaires to make them available when requests are approved by your third party.

START A FREE TRIAL OR REQUEST A DEMO AT VENDORPEDIA.COM
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OneTrust Vendorpedia™ is the largest and most widely used technology platform
to operationalize third party risk, security, and privacy management. More than
3,000 customers use OneTrust, which offers the most depth and breadth of any
third-party risk, security, and privacy solution. To learn more, visit vendorpedia.com.

